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At fi rst glance, the Danish Gato Audio’s proposal seems to be too lifestylish to 
attract audiophiles –  whereas the DIA-250S integrated amplifi er is a piece of 

truly decent engineering and amazing sound in one.

A Musical Dandy

This is the fi rst Gato Audio amplifi er I have had 
the opportunity of testing. Three years ago, this 
company based in Herlev – a town on the out-
skirts of Copenhagen – showed their DIA-250 
integral,  a rather small yet hugely attractive 
class-D amplifi er. It’s still in production, by the 
way. We hadn’t been given the option of testing 
it, but it’s an ill wind, as they say…  as a new 
and better version of the product has been 
recently marketed, and marked S for Super. 
With the handsome casing retained, the interior 
has been seriously altered. The fi ltered power 
IEC inlet has been improved, as has the entire 
power system; a new analogue input module 
has been installed, the fi nal module improved, 
the digital signal fl ow optimised, new and 
better connectors applied, and a Bluetooth 
receiver module added.
While Gato Audio focuses on amplifi ers, its 
loudspeaker off er is blooming as well: it pre-
sented as many as fi ve new models in Munich. 
Five integrated amplifi er models are available 
as well, most (four) using class-D power supply. 

Furthermore, they off er two preamplifi ers, 
three power amps (two of which multi-chan-
nel), and one CD with DAC functionality.

THE DESIGN
No diff erently to the majority of audio manu-
facturers from Denmark, Gato Audio attaches 
great importance to style and produce perfec-
tion. The tested amplifi er emanates luxury and 
fi ne-tuned fi nishing. To cut a long story short: 
the thing looks fabulous! In no way does its 
small size (32.5 cm wide, 10.5 tall) suggest that 
the DIA-250S is in any way of lesser quality. 
Audio history is full of examples of miniaturi-
sation, of walking away from front panels half 
a metre long. Gato Audio is a delight to look at 
and to touch. While one could imagine an even 
better-quality material for the top cover, the 
overall organoleptic impressions are wondrous 
–largely due to the large LED matrix display 
showing the volume level, and the active inlet 
and sampling rate (for a USB 
port) to the left 

and right of the central volume dial, respec-
tively. The way the former reading changes 
deserves special attention. This is no simple 
change of digits: this brings to mind a revolving 
drum, numbers engraved on its circumference. 
The suggestiveness of the eff ect makes us like 
the DIA-250S instantly. While digital and very 
much state of the art, this is how the device 
seems to tell us it is an “analogue” with a “soul” 
of its own. The one thing I cannot comprehend 
is why the volume level grows so slowly – the 
notch diff erentials seem to be slightly too low.
The devices fully non-magnetic casing is made 
of aluminium sheets and profi les. As shown in 
photographs, the shape is nowhere near banal. 
The curved sides have a particularly original 
look, comprising seven fl attened T profi les on 
each side, interspaced with narrow clefts. The 
front panel features a volume adjustment dial 
with an extraordinarily smooth (endless) turn 
and two push buttons, one each for amplifi er 



activation/standby and input selection.
The back panel immediately reveals a 
new-generation integral, with three ana-
logue and digital inputs each. One cinch pair 
can be switched to the HT mode, the preampli-
fi er section left out; the latter, however, can be 
used to drive the external power amp, with RCA 
and XLR outputs available. The device off ers 
USB audio (B), coaxial, and optical digital inputs. 
PC Windows users will have to set up and install 
USB input drivers. Mac OS users will have no 
such issue with the product’s pure plug & play 
solution. The DSD format is not supported. PCM 
24/192 is all the inbuilt DAC can handle.
In all probability, some audiophiles will com-
plain – yet let us not fool ourselves: DSD fi les 
are not easily accessible, even less so in case of 
resolution ratings above 24/192.
The upper part of the back panel features a 
Bluetooth antenna between the two single 
speaker terminals. While such an extra may 
seem rather over the top for an amplifi er 
upwards of EUR 2,200, the option of sound 
transmission from any smartphone or tablet 
may come in handy. The small enclosure is not 
as packed with electronics as one might expect. 
The SMD motherboard takes up the entire back 
part of the amplifi er, and comprises a mix of 
digital (converter section) and analogue (DAC 
output path) integrated circuits. The fl awless 
assembly is an eye-catcher: this obviously is 
no four-digit price amplifi er. On the right-hand 
side of the board, next to the IEC power supply, 

an input fi lter sits next to low-current section 
and control system power supplies. The former 
uses a Block transformer, four voltage regula-
tors, and a small set of fi ltering capacitors. The 
latter has been based on an integrated +5 V DC 
(Traco Power) module.
A switch-mode power supply and class-D out-
put stages have been placed at the front of the 
unit, below a perforated Faraday cage. Inter-
national Rectifi er precision switching MOS-FET 
transistors have been used. The amplifi er uses 
the pulse width modulation (PWM) technology. 
Output fi lters comprise quality polypropylene 
capacitors and low resistance coils. Professional 
market 2 x 1,5 mm2 Sommer Cable sections 
feed the signal to speaker terminals.
Volume control is handled by the PGA2320I 
system; upon receiving adjustment signals from 
the volume dial, it controls the analogue-do-
main output level. High-end OPA1612 ultra-low 
noise amplifi ers by Texas Instruments have 
been fi tted before and after the volume control 
unit, as well as in the astonishingly expansive 
d/a converter section (2 pieces). The output 
of this section features another op amp: an 
OPA1652, also of the SoundPlus family.
The digital circuitry itself contains relatively 
well-known components, such as the PCM1794 
converter, the SRC4392 sample rate converter, 
or the XMOS 8L6C5 USB input chip. What we 
have here is a pure, well-thought-out, minimal-
ist design off ering a very short signal path.

THE SOUND
Experienced audiophiles do not necessarily 
approach amplifi ers with such looks with the 
utter (due?) sincerity they may deserve. Throw 
in the weight – below 10 kg, actually – and 
more than a few audio experts will see but a 
lifestyle device with slim chances of a “right” to 
play according to its sticker price. Admittedly, I 
had similar doubts. Today, sound is not the only 
thing that counts; occasionally, if not primarily, 
the look and make are what matters. Gato 
has to work hard for its reputation – with the 
look and production quality, with the sound, 
or with both. So, how does it truly perform? 
When replacing my benchmark amplifi er with 
this small integral, I was expecting a change for 
the worse in every aspect of sound. Basing my 
judgement on former experience with other 
amplifi ers – both more and less expensive 
than the DIA-250S – I further expected these 
changes to be obvious and considerable. True 
enough: their extent was not negligible – and 
yet lesser than I had imagined. The DIA-250S 
drew my attention with its blend of extreme-
ly desirable sound reproduction features: 
airiness, spaciousness, a pleasant “breath” of 
the stage, and natural, undiminished, supple 
timbre. Would you naturally associate such 
features with a class-D amplifi er? Neither would 
I. I would rather expect tempo of a somewhat 
moderate richness, tinged with certain shal-
lowness, or drabness even, of sound now and 
again artifi cially smoothed out. Yet what I heard 
spilling out of my rather mature Zollers contra-
dicted my presumptions. True, these speakers 
are not of the “obnoxious” kind that sounds 
good with just one or two amplifi ers. Fond of a 
number of amplifi er designs, they will, however, 
be merciless in pointing out any timbre, space, 
or dynamics defi cits. The Danish integral stood 
its ground quite nicely. It failed the test at the 
low end of the scale only – the bass was not 
what I would have truly expected. There is 
none of the suppleness or energy of the Audio 
Research VSI-55 tube amplifi er, or of the perfect 
contouring of class-AB transistors. With bass, 
we get something in between the two worlds – 
nonetheless, it is not particularly rich, deep, or 
dynamic. While decent and ultimately correct, 



it’s 
nothing to 
write home about. 
Take it a notch up – and 
things begin getting progres-
sively better. The DIA-250S off ers that 
airiness and lightness of sound which makes it 
possible to listen to loud music for extended 
periods without fatigue. Generally, it may well 
be said that what we have here is smooth and 
non-invasive, the sound pure, clear, and suffi  -
ciently dynamic – as proven by the uniquely 
exact rendering of percussion (vibraphone) and 
plucked instruments (e.g. Rabih Abou-Khalil’s 
oud in the Concierto de Aranjuez from the Miles 
Espagnol album). The tangibility and plas-
ticity of generated sound are unquestion-
able, with no exposure of medium or upper 
registers and, importantly, with transient 
sounds unveiled. This is where the DIA-250S 
is extraordinarily good, and may well compete 
with more expensive devices. I believe that it 
was this airy openness of musical rendering 
which compelled me to pay more attention to 
the amplifi er that I normally would have.
Resolution throughout the middle and upper 
tone range deserves high praise, the repro-
duction quality of recordings a more than 
adequate match for the money. And yet, I have 
to reiterate: this amplifi er will not absorb the 
listener’s attention with analytical or precision 
skills. A considerable sublimation level has been 
reached for the upper part of the range with 
no dulling or matting side eff ects. The sound 
is convincing in clarity and lacks nothing in 
expression, though rhythm and timing leave 

some-
thing to be 

desired. The 
Gato seemed 

somewhat docile 
in terms of dynamics. 

The above description 
refers to the DIA-250S when 

used as a regular amplifi er with analogue 
inputs (RCAs, in this case; the use of XLRs would 
not have been technically justifi ed). Now, 
how did it perform once digital inputs were 
applied? To gain correct perspective, I used the 
best option possible – the USB input, signal 
delivered from the Auralic Aries bridge fi les. 
To my astonishment, the loss of sound quality 
against analogue inputs with a Meitner MA-1 
connected (converting the self-same Auralic 
signal) was not drastic at all. True, while the 
loss was signifi cant – it had to be – the Danish 
amplifi er held on to quite a few of its advantag-
es. Overall, the sound waned a bit, losing some 
of its clarity, expression, and suppleness – yet 
not to the extent I had imagined. At this testing 
stage, I “valued” the inbuilt DAC at around EUR 
2,200 – I would have expected such sound 
quality upon connecting an external converter 
within a similar price range. To confi rm my 
tentative pricing theory, I connected a Pioneer 
N-70A audio player (over the network to make 
direct comparisons easier) to the linear input. 
The eff ect was as anticipated: the audio player 
veiled the sound, degrading impressions of 
openness and airiness. My initial supposition 
had been correct: the inbuilt DAC is suffi  cient 
to eliminate the need of purchasing a d/a 

converter for up to EUR 2,000-2,200, at least 
if a very good USB signal source is used (such 
as a dedicated computer). While that is an ap-
proximation only, it off ers an ample insight as to 
the quality of the system used in the DIA-250S. 
Our former experience concerning integrated 
amplifi er converters yielded little enthusiasm: 
the usual conclusion was that such add-ons, 
while costly, do not off er suffi  cient quality. This 
time, however, despite the apparent “unat-
tractiveness” of the DAC section (no support for 
regular DSD format, not to mention quadruple 
processing) – I found it to be of excellent design, 
serving to prove how eff ective the purchase 
of this particular model could be. If only from 
the vantage point of someone opting for a CD 
player (or gramophone) as the main source of 
music, yet using the amplifi er’s digital inputs as 
gateways to streaming services or playing hi-res 
fi les, which off er better sound than CD editions 
thanks to diligent remastering rather than 
simple parameters.

This amplifi er’s converter section is a true value 
added, even though no mind-blasting components 
have been used in its design. The analogue path 
uses high-end op amps (OPA1612 and OPA1652).
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Technical Data

Digital Inputs: USB audio, Toslink, S/PDIF, 
Bluetooth

Analogue Inputs: 2 x line RCA, XLR
Power Output: 2x250W(8Ω), 2x500W(4Ω)
Frequency Response: 2 Hz - 79 kHz (-3dB)

Signal to noise ratio: 110 dB
Recommended speaker load: 4-16Ω

Dimensions: 325 x 105 x 420 mm
Weight: 10 kg

Power consumption: <1W (standby),
23W (idle), 1000W (max) 

Total Harmonic Distortion: 
<0,01 %at rated power, Pre-out:<0,001%



In summary, this amplifi er has nothing 
to be ashamed of in terms of sound. It 
has no need for excuses such as “but 
I am too small” or “but I know how to 
save electricity”. These are but added 
values – something we (usually) don’t 
get from the competition.

WHAT WE THINK
We can recommend the Gato Audio 
integrated amplifi er with no reserva-
tions along the line of “if you expect 
what it off ers but cannot aff ord some-
thing else”. This simply is a very good, 
musical amplifi er with smooth and 
spacious sound – while no demon of 
rhythm or hefty bass, it should satisfy 
many potential buyers of similar-qual-

ity equipment; it is defi nitely worth its 
price, which may at fi rst glance seem 
rather steep. It might prove to be of 
most interest to those whose ultimate 
decision-making voice is… female. 
In case of the DIA-250S, the digital 
inputs are no fashionable extra; they 
are a true value making the model 
really attractive. They allow for a 
ready decision to abandon the idea of 
purchasing the ultimate source within 
the audio system. Suffi  ce a laptop 
computer, followed by a good (even if 
slightly aging) CD drive. And that can 
save you money.

Analogue and digital sections have been of-
fered equal treatment, with three inputs each.


